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Book Reviews
The Yamasee Indians: From Florida to South Carolina. Edited by
Denise I. Bossy. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2018.
Foreward, acknowledgments, introduction, illustrations,
images, tables, list of contributors, index. Pp. ix, 348. $75.00
cloth).
The Yamasee War looms large over historical studies of the
Indian Slave Trade and the colonial Southeast. Following the neardestruction of the colony of South Carolina at the hands of a panIndian coalition in 1715, English colonists largely phased out the
commercial enslavement of Indigenous captives, focusing instead
on importing enslaved Africans as the primary labor source for the
colony's growing plantation complex. But who were the people for
whom the war was named, and beyond their role in the conflict,
what else can we know about their group identity, material culture,
mobility, politics, and diplomacy?
To mark the three-hundredth anniversary of the beginning of
the Yamasee War, historians, archaeologists, and elders from the
Yamasee Nation of South Carolina and the Okelevueha Band of
Yamasee Seminoles gathered at a conference to address these questions. This edited volume is the fruit of their collaboration. With
deep readings of archaeological and historical traces, these essays
fit exceptionally well together to lend a comprehensive view of
Yamasee history and culture in the late seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. From the volume, the Yamasees emerge as a distinctive, mobile, and independent people. They defied easy labels as
slavers or victims of the slave trade; Spanish or English allies; and
guardians of Mississippian cultural forms or accumulators of glass,
guns, and captives as new forms of wealth. Living in decentralized
towns near Spanish missions from the 1660s until the mid-1680s,
[221]
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they refused baptism, yet voluntarily offered their labor to the
repartimiento. After their move up the Atlantic Coast to ally with
the English, they clustered into Upper and Lower towns bordering
Port Royal and developed a stronger and more coherent group
identity as they supplied captives and deerskins to English markets. The Yamasees raided their previous Indigenous neighbors
until 1715, when in response to debt and other demands from English traders, they turned their guns on South Carolina and allied
with two Native coalitions to threaten the colony's existence. After
their allies withdrew, the war's tide turned against the Yamasees,
and survivors retreated back south. In the ensuing decades, they
continued raids on South Carolina plantations, encouraged Africans enslaved there to run away to Florida, and maintained an alliance with Lower Creeks, despite a simmering, protracted conflict
between small factions of Creeks and Yamasees. As contributor
Amy Turner Bushnell explains, "The origins, mergings, and settlings of the Yamasee people are as intricate as a five-part fugue"
(28).
These intricacies make Yamasee history both a fascinating and
challenging subject, ideal for an edited volume. Enumerating
each chapter and its insights is not possible in this forum, but in an
introductory essay, editor Denise I. Bossy helpfully threads together the volume's central aims and provides important background
information and framing for the chapters to come. The book is
divided into three parts: ''Yamasee Identity," ''Yamasee Networks,"
and "Surviving the Yamasee War." The first part focuses on their
unique material culture and strategies for maintaining independence as dimensions ofYamasee identity. They constantly defied
outsiders' expectations and visually distinguished themselves by
dressing with adornments made from beads, rings, modified parts
of broken guns, and other rare items. Archaeologists find greater
quantities of guns and these adornments in Yamasee sites than in
other Indian sites across the region. The Yamasees' mobility led
to their engagement with a broad range of colonial actors, and
''Yamasee Networks" considers Yamasee relations with Africans and
Creeks, as well as the remarkable trip of a young Yamasee diplomat
and student to a school in London, where he was baptized and
presented to the king of England. In the volume's final section,
contributors track Yamasee migrations and material culture following the Yamasee War, demonstrating that despite their weakened
status and postwar dispersal, Yamasees maintained their autonomy
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and distinctiveness in various ways. Near St. Augustine, they built
Pocotalaca, a town named for Pocotaligo, where Yamasees first
attacked South Carolina traders to begin the war. After a BritishIndian attack in 1725, they moved Pocotalaca closer to St. Augustine to live within range of Spanish gunfire from the city gates.
Others secured more direct protection from the Spanish by joining other Native refugees in mission villages around St. Augustine.
In the case of Francisco Jospogue , whose Guale family members
joined the Yamasees in their northward migration to South Carolina, staying put to embed himself in Spanish institutions constituted another Native strategy for adapting to geopolitically tenuous
circumstances. Finally, Yamasees who travelled to West Florida to
live between the Creeks and the Spanish did so not as desperate
refugees, but as "intentional intermediaries," as contributor John
E. Worth terms them (330).
Taken together, these essays demonstrate the value of scholarly collaboration and publishing that blurs traditional disciplinary, geographical, and temporal boundaries between history and
archaeology, the study of colonial Florida and South Carolina, and
the years before and after 1715. Given Yamasee mobility, this methodological blurring is especially important for this volume, which
centers Yamasee history and culture to explain much more about
the Yamasees than the war that bears their name.
Jonathan Hancock

Hendrix Coll,ege

The Second Seminole War and the Limits of American Aggression. By C.
S. Monaco. (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press,
2018. Acknowledgements, illustrations, bibliography, notes,
index. Pp. xii, 304. $39.95 cloth.)
This accessible and highly engaging volume succeeds on many
fronts. First, it offers a much-needed history of the Florida War that
not only explicates and validates the Seminole reasons for war, but
also repudiates other studies that offer apologist interpretations
of whites' removal program. C. S. Monaco marshals compelling
evidence showing the pervasive moral bankruptcy ofU. S. officials
when dealing with the Seminole, whether through "sham treaties" (22), such as Payne's Landing or Ft. Gibson, or the military's
unethical ploy of capturing Seminole leaders, such as Micanopy,
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Osceola, and Coe Hadjo, who had laid down their weapons and,
in good faith, came, under the white flag of truce, to parley freely
with the U. S. Similarly, Monaco dissects the incompetence of the
U. S., including the parade of bickering head generals trooping
ignominiously through Florida-five in the first year of fighting
alone-steadfastly refusing to abandon the stodgy European-based
military lessons taught at West Point for tactics that recognized
the challenging conditions of tl1e Florida terrain. It is hard to
know which was, perversely, the most impressive about the United
States' conduct in this war: the military blunders or the repeated
dishonesty.
In one of the study's most innovative features, Monaco explains
that this mediocrity reflected, in part, the Floridian environment in
which the war was fought. The malaria-inducing habitat not only
caused high rates of soldier illness and death but dictated the very
structure of military campaigning, with whites hibernating militarily from May to September during this disease-prone season. This
forbidding environment and its dim reputation further depressed
soldiers' morale and discouraged civilian settlement as part of an
eventual military strategy. All of these impediments helped the
Seminole prolong into 1842 a war that began in 1835.
Offering additional insight into the conflict, Monaco refreshingly situates Seminole military strategy in terms of their culture.
Contrary to the Northern Whig sympathetic portrayal of Osceola
as the tragic lone military chieftain, the Seminole deployed a horizontal style of decision-making, with their war council filled with
numerous astute leaders, not just Osceola, defending their homeland and resisting fraudulent treaties More importantly, in April
of 1835, 1500 Seminole, while meeting with white treaty makers,
performed a "war dance;" rather than attend, key whites, such as
General Clinch, arrogantly declined, depriving tllemselves of the
chance to decode possible war preparation messages embedded
in tllis ritual. Highlighting this event's importance, Monaco quite
rightly chooses to include, as the book's longest primary source
quotation, an overlooked first-hand account of the dance.
Nonetlleless, befitting a complex, seven-year war, interpretive swamps abound. Emphasizing, as the title does, "tlle limits of
American aggression" and thus tlle presumed absence of a clear
American victory, can feel misplaced given the catastrophic Seminole population decline of 50%; according to Monaco, of the
6,000 Seminole present before tlle war, only 3,000 remained to
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be removed , a "demographic loss" (200) that would have surely
gladdened the hearts of the many Jacksonian Indian-haters urging
complete annihilation. By contrast, given his pro-Seminole orientation, it seems thematically inconsistent for Monaco to eviscerate
Whig expressions of Seminole sympathy as just self-serving political
posturing-mere '"spin"' (6)-for the 1840 elections; after all, it
was the Whigs who ended this war after only 18 months (not 24 as
Monaco says) in the presidency, creating the opportunity for the
remaining 200 to 300 Seminole to stay, fight again in the 1850's,
hold out and rebuild in the 20" century as a vital Florida community. A shout-out to John Tyler seems in order.
Perhaps the most problematic feature of this otherwise fine
study is its treatment of slavery, slaves, and Black people. Slavery expansionism was undeniably the central purpose for Native
removal and, thus, the main cause for this costly war. Yet the study's
over-reliance on the settler-colonial theoretical framework has
hobbled sustained analysis of the manifold ways that the American
slaveholder racial imperium shaped the struggle. While Monaco
includes, for example, the army's use and quick-abandonment of
bloodhound dogs as auxiliaries, he might emphasize more than he
does the origins of this canine tactic in the apparatus of slave control deployed by Western Hemispheric slaveowners. By contrast,
Northern friends of the Blacks-ie. Abolitionists-receive harsh
criticism, with Monaco impugning these activists' pro-Seminole
efforts as being suspiciously conducted in pursuit of "their own
gain" ( 6)-as if they were materially benefiting from their advocacy
on behalf of the Seminole in ways heretofore unknown.
Most troubling is how Monaco treats the Black participants
themselves. We certainly learn that the Black society was diverseincluding maroons, free Blacks, pre-war Seminole slaves, and captured war-time plantation slaves whom tl1e Seminole might sell to
Cubans for guns. Revealingly, however, Blacks are missing from the
title of the book's longest section, "War of Indian Removal." (45) In
truth, Monaco seems more intent on scoring historiographic points
by refuting current scholarly claims iliat iliis war was a slave rebellion and/ or that Blacks dominated ilieir Seminole allies ilian he is
in providing the Black subjects tl1e same generous and ilioughtful
treaunent he accords the Seminole. In down-playing Blacks' importance and positive contributions, for example, he invokes the writings of General Jesup in a seemingly inconsistent fashion; on the
one hand, he disputes the literalness of Jesup's oft-cited statement
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that this was a " 'negro, not an Indian war,' " (41) by unmasking
this charge as classic southern fear-mongering that inflated Black
power for propaganda purposes. Yet, elsewhere, he invokes Jesup's
harsh commentary about the Seminoles' supposed Black allies
being brazenly self-serving; in two different footnotes, we learn that
Jesup stressed the propensity of " 'Seminole negroes' ... to accept
payment to mislead and betray the Indians during the war." (208,
231) Whether Monaco is correct in only endorsing this-Jesup's
negative-appraisal of Blacks' agency will be ascertained by continued scholarly engagement with such fraught evidence as well as,
more importantly, with the deeply complicated position of Black
people within antebellum Seminole society.
John Campbell

Winona State University

Gamble Rogers: A Troubadour's Life. By Bruce Horovitz. (Gainesville:

University Press of Florida, 2018. Epilogue, acknowledgments,
discography, appendices, notes, index, Pp. ix, 228. $24.95
cloth.)
"How is it that the folklorist often compared to Mark Twain
and Will Rogers has remained an enigma" (5)? Although James
Gamble Rogers IV (1937-1991) was a gifted musician, linguistic
humorist, environmentalist, friend of William Faulkner, giving selfless soul, and the symbolic leader of the Florida folk movement, he
"remains a virtual unknown to those outside his orbit" (5-7, 133).
Despite various attempts to preserve his legacy, there have been
politicized efforts to have his name removed from the state park
in Flagler Beach dedicated to his memory (5, 182). In Gamb/,e R.ogers: A Troubadour's Life, award-winning journalist and entrepreneur,
Bruce Horovitz's, goal is to preserve Rogers's legacy by demonstrating that his contribution to Florida history and culture went far
beyond his final heroic act: drowning while attempting to rescue
a tourist. To support his thesis, Horovitz provides material derived
from over forty interviews with members of Rogers's family and his
musician friends, professional associates and personal acquaintances, recordings and documents from the Gamble Rogers Memorial
Foundation and the State Library and Archives of Florida.
Horovitz begins with a prologue written in the style ofa Rogers
story poem, using a rich and humorous vocabulary to portray some
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of the characters ofRogers's fictitious Oklawaha County mourning
his death. He then recounts the story ofRogers's life, highlighting
his contributions to Florida and music history. Horovitz's determination to preserve and defend Rogers's legacy is evident in the
painstaking attention to detail he gives documenting the troubadour's ties to the Sunshine State. Rogers was born and was buried
in Winter Park, Florida. His father's design work helped define the
Winter Park community and surrounding areas of Central Florida
ever since he opened an architecture branch office there in 1928.
His work included churches, retail shops, Spanish and French provincial residences, and Rollins College (47), where Gamble would
later enroll in writing courses and develop a close friendship with
noted American author, Edwin Granberry (38). "One would have
been hard-pressed to have lived in Winter Park, Florida, in the
early 1960s without having been keenly aware of the Rogers family
and their significant impact on the community" (47). His father
is also responsible for designing the Florida State Supreme Court
building in Tallahassee in 1948.
From his early success touring the country and appearing on
the Ed Sullivan show with the folk group, the Serendipity Singers,
through his tragic death, Horovitz chronicles Rogers's vast contributions to Florida music history. Along with Will McLean, Jim
Ballew and Paul Champion, Rogers was responsible for the Florida
folk music renaissance of the mid-1970s and early-1980s. Frank
Thomas, widely recognized as the dean of Florida folk music,
called Rogers "the patriarch of this circle we call Florida music"
(134). The Florida Folk Festival became the signature event for celebrating Florida's rich cultural history and traditions. First appearing in 1963, Rogers developed a twenty-eight year relationship with
the festival "at which he ascended to the dual role of headliner
and guiding spirit of the annual spring gathering on the Suwanee"
(134).
In addition to his ties to Winter Park and the Florida Folk
Festival, Rogers was closely connected to Gainesville, Tallahassee,
Miami's Coconut Grove community, and St. Augustine. Horovitz's
vivid descriptions of state-wide music venues, coffeehouses and
clubs as well as the musicians who performed there and the types
of people that frequented them during this period are fantastic
resources for students of music history and Florida culture. Rogers
was a central figure in the music and art scenes in the aforementioned cities as an artist himself and as a promoter of other artists
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and performers. Although his style of music and performance did
not conform to traditional radio and television, Rogers found a
welcoming audience in acoustic listening rooms across the country and on National Public Radio and public television affiliates
(104). A frequent contributor to NPR's All Things Considered, Rogers's storytelling style drew comparisons to Garrison Keillor and his
Prairie Home Companion radio show, although Rogers's appearances
predated Keillor's ( 104, 119). NPR used his intricate finger-picking
guitar interludes for intros and station breaks. These appearances, coupled with his exhaustive touring schedule, garnered Rogers national attention by the mid-1970s. And although he began
receiving major recording offers, Rogers instead opted for autonomy (130-131).
While not overtly political, Rogers was a champion of Floridians' resistance to commercialism, land development and population expansion. He often used his influence and stature to lobby
for environmental causes and the regulation of commercial development. He advocated for his favorite organization, the Nature
Conservancy, and made it a personal crusade to preserve and
restore the Ocklawaha River in Central Florida, which had suffered
ecological damage from dredging, pollution and fertilizer runoff
(139-140). Unconcerned by the controversial nature of the battle
between business interests and conservationists, some of his most
biting satire involved one of his favorite targets: Walt Disney World.
"It's not that I hate Disney World. It's just that they took away some
of the best duck hunting in the southeast" (88). Rogers often
referred to the massive entertainment complex as "a five-milliondollar jukebox in tl1e honky tonk oflife" and "the greatest commercial concession ever articulated in the entrepreneurial visionings of
modern mankind" (76).
An admitted limitation of this work is that there are conflicting versions of the story. As is the case with many of the great folk
troubadours, the truth is often obscured for the sake of the legend.
Horovitz attempts to present the entire picture by offering detailed
accounts, various perspectives and a greater context to the life and
legacy of Gamble Rogers. Despite its setbacks, Horovitz's biography of Rogers provides readers with a comprehensive biographical
account of an important, yet relatively unknown, figure in Florida
history.
Geoffrey Vernon Cravero
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The Desegregation of Libraries in the Jim Crow South: Civil Right
and Local Activism. By Wayne A. Wiegand and Shirley A.
Wiegand. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana University Press, 2018.
Acknowledgements, epilogue, images, appendix, note on
primary sources, index. Pp xi, 266. Cloth $38.00.)
Today public libraries are considered essential for thriving
democratic communities. Not only do they provide books, DVDs,
access to the internet, and places to be reflective, but educational
programs, literacy training, and even Narcan. Libraries and librarians are typically perceived as open to and accepting of all which
might be why their segregation and desegregation has not been
studied. Historian and librarian, Wayne A Wiegand, and law professor, Shirley A Wiegand, have made an important contribution to
historiography by writing the first general overview of the integration of the South's public libraries. The few previous studies either
focused on a state or gave little attention to the actual actions that
resulted in desegregation.
The Wiegands argue that the desegregation of Southern public libraries followed no one pattern. However, a common thread
was that young people, usually high school and college students,
organized efforts to integrate libraries-often without support of
national civil rights organizations. To prove this argument, the
authors provide an overview of library services prior to the 1954
Brown V Board decision by the U.S. Supreme Court and then
numerous case studies of how desegregation occurred in different
cities. Most of these communities are large, with only the chapter
on Louisiana focused on what the authors consider rural. The last
chapter is a rebuke of the American Library Association (ALA) and
the profession for remaining silent on the issue of separate but
equal libraries, the integration of libraries, and the ostracization
and lack of concern for Southern African-American librarians.
The story of integration as presented by the Wiegands is one
of individuality. The state of library services prior to 1954 differed
greatly. In Baltimore, the library had been open to all since 1886.
In other cities there were black branches where citizens could
only use materials marked specifically for their use. African-American patrons in other towns were told they could use any of the
library system's materials, but they could only visit their designated
branch. Ironically, the sole card catalog was in the branch they
were not permitted to visit.
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Like the various types of segregated local libraries, the actions
that resulted in desegregation were not uniform. In some towns,
such as Greenville, Mississippi, the integration of the public library
occurred so peacefully, a year later citizens had not even known
it had occurred. However, in many communities it only happed
through sit-ins or what became known as read-ins. Demonstrations in some towns only lasted a few days. However, in others the
process was met with far more resistance. In Albany, Georgia, the
library closed for seven months before opening to all citizens. This
was the longest closure due to a desegregation battle of all Southern public libraries.
Of particular interest was the frequently used solution of "vertical integration." The idea centered on the removal of chairs and
tables from the library. Without places for patrons to sit no one
would co-mingle or share space. People would simply come to
the library get what they needed and leave. In this way the library
became like many other spaces where races temporarily shared
space. This concept became the desegregation solution of multiple community and, it could be argued, did actually result in a
truly shared library.
The autl1or's state-by-state approach gives the book depth as
it demonstrates the diversity of library desegregation. However,
this is also a limitation. While impossible to cover all states, no border states were included. Nor were Texas or Florida where communities were more diverse. The reader is left to wonder if these
states' experiences were any different. The chapter on the ALA,
while an important piece of scholarship, seems a bit disjoined from
a narrative that focuses on libraries. While there is little specific
mention of Florida, individuals with an interest in how these essential aspects of modern American life became welcoming to all will
enjoy this work.
Sara E. Morris

University of Kansas

Resisting Equality: The Citi,zens' Council, 1954-1989. By Stephanie R.
Rolph. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2018.
Acknowledgements, notes, bibliography, index. Pp. xi, 240.
$48.00 cloth.)
Nearly fifty years after the publication of Neil McMillen's The
Citizens Council, Stephanie Rolph offers a longer and broader look
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at the Citizens' Council shifting away from its actions and toward
its ideology. Tracking its tenure from 1954 through its final demise
in 1989, Resisting Equality complicates the now well-trod path that
charts how segregationists moved into and shaped the New Right.
Instead, Rolph argues that by the 1980s national conservatism
had moved, embracing positions that were foundational to the
Citizens' Council. National conservatism came to the Counciladopting both the states' rights and white supremacist platforms
that they had articulated in the 1950s. Intent on looking at the
organization's relationship with the state, the Council's leadership,
and its publications, Rolph offers an interior look at an organization critical to the adaptation of white resistance beyond the civil
rights era. While the Citizens' Council lost its quest for segregation,
Rolph contends that after 1963, it built organizational alliances and
nationwide networks that focused on maintaining white resistance.
As its ideas became more and more mainstream in a national context of backlash to civil rights gains and an international context
where post-colonial campaigns earned the ire of American conservatives, the positions of the Citizens' Council aligned with a broader political mood, ameliorating the need for a more regional-based
organization.
To make such broad arguments, Rolph carefully organizes her
examination of the Citizen's Council in tight chronological chapters, beginning with conservative thought among white southerners prior to the Brown Decision and extending in a last chapter
past 1964 where she examines how the Citizen's Council mined
a larger conservative ideology to shape their responses to the dismantling of the Jim Crow system. Central to the Citizens' Council, Rolph contends, was the creation of "white unity" and of an
institutional structure and propaganda machine where racial identity trumped class differences. While the literature of tl1e Citizen's
Councils professed white unity, however, even in Mississippi ideas
of white unity did not mirror reality, a point the Councils tried to
ignore. After the Civil Rights and Voting Rights Act, Rolph argues
that tl1e white supremacist politics and policies espoused by the
Council adapted to different political contexts, built bridges with
national organizations and participated in a broader reYitalization
of a renewed white resistance-to tl1e federal government, to the
end of apartheid, and to post-colonial independence struggle .
Noting the Citizen's Council mixed results and waning effectiveness as well as its failure to transform a largely Missi ippi
and southern-based organization into a national one, the study
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provides a compelling window into a web of radio and print media
dedicated to white resistance. In its focus on ideology, the Council u·ied to shape the news that their members and fellow u·avelers imbued, educating them on alternative media sources. While
many of Rolph's sources are rooted in Mississippi-the papers of
James Eastland, John Stennis, and the Sovereignty Commissionmaterial from Iowa's Right Wing Collection coupled with the publications of the Council and other conservative organs enables
Rolph to expose a national network dedicated to white resistance.
These media connections help to illuminate how the Council, who
seemed to lose their legislative fights, transformed their regional
conservative message into a national one with a national audience.
While the Council petered out in 1989, its often-failed attempts
to cast off its provincial birth and move from inciting racial fears
and paranoia to a more high-minded advocacy of conservative
ideals nevertheless offer a window into how white supremacist
politics became national politics. As a result, when the national
context of conservatism, Rolph argued, became more like the ideology embraced by the Citizens' Council, the organization was less
necessary.
With albeit fewer numbers and less influence in its latter
years, the persistence of this organization born in reaction to the
Brown Decision, Rolph suggests, extends massive resistance long
past the race-baiting of its early years and the defeats of the early
1960s. Having always responded to conservative political contexts
and embraced sustaining white resistance through bureaucratic
avenues, the Council's targeting of black activists diminished. Its
response to a larger conservative agenda remained paramount-a
move that began in 1958, according to Rolph, and reached from
Florida to California. Her discussion of the leadership of Mississippian William J. Simmons, who attempted to move the concerns of
the Council to national matters after 1962, means that he must be
considered more fully as a thinker and strategist with a vision that
rejected the local for the national. Witl1 tl1e last chapter covering the final twenty-five years, a more extensive discussion of the
organization's shifts and responses to varying conservative contexts
after 1964 would provide a more nuanced view of the compelling
argument she lays out. More development in that era, might also
strengthen her evidence that an organization based in Mississippi, and most popular there, was in fact more representative of a
national political landscape than a regional one. Nevertheless, as
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she notes, looking at how white resistance networks coalesced and
built alliances over time provides a number of promising research
avenues. Her well-written book on the Citizens' Council sets that
stage for that to occur.
Elizabeth G. McRae

Western Carolina University

Petrokum & Public Safety: Risk Management in the Gulf South 19012015. By James B. McSwain. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
University Press, 2018. Preface, acknowledgements, images,
maps, notes, bibliography, index. Pp. xiii, 364. Cloth $55.00,
ebook available.)

In Petrol,eum & Public Safety: Risk Management in the Gulf South
1901-2015, James McSwain rigorously details the regulatory evolution of oil handling, consumption, and storage in America's Gulf
South, concentrating on four urbanizing port cities as case study
examples. McSwain posits that public officials in this region, engaging closely with fire insurance representatives and oil stakeholders,
worked to progress a risk management centered regulatory framework based on accumulated risk knowledge and experiences. It
was this active exchange between these groups that laid the foundation for the more formalized rules, ordinances and statutes that
guided urban policy and the oil industry into the twenty-first century. An important underlying component throughout this work
was the vulnerable, yet adaptive nature of early twentieth-century
Gulf South politics, where the want for economic gain and urban
development were repeatedly being weighed against notions of
public safety and hazard mitigation.
McSwain began this work by explaining the risks inherent
with bulk oil storage and the growing public use/ need for refined
petroleum products leading up to the twentieth century. These
events foreshadowed the gradual formalization of risk management as a discipline, grounded in the well-documented evolution
of experience-based knowledge in both public records and fire
insurance registers. At the center of this understanding was the
concept of policy development substantiated by practical awareness. McSwain proceeded to thoroughly detail the operational
realities associated with fuel oil handling and storage specific to the
selected case study locations of Mobile, Houston, New Orleans and
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Galveston respectively. Through the analysis of these locations,
McSwain illustrated how the relationship between policy makers
and fire insurance underwriters used a combination of governance
tools and accumulated risk knowledge to build out a framework for
hazard mitigation in public policy.
Each study location provided examples of regulatory development that further supported the central position of the book.
Moreover, the deliberate order in which the municipalities were
presented aided in better understanding the evolution of the collective risk management narrative. Mobile's chapter introduced
examples of the challenges associated with the required adoption
of technology through regulation and the driving away of businesses; or, the broader notion of economic development vs. risk
management. Moving forward, the chapter on Houston did well
to demonstrate the formation of policy processes based on collective experiences and risk knowledge. Explained in the third case
study, New Orleans utilized its extensive police powers and strategic attention to space and location to regulate and manage oil
storage and its associated public risk. Through municipal authority and well enforced permitting, New Orleans was able to smartly
and effectively maintain balance between urban growth and public
perceptions of risk. Regarding the final case study location, the
conflict between public and private entities over regulating fuel
oil led to a realization and rationalization of risk management
supported by the collection of empirical data. Moreover, public
officials in Galveston created rules, regulations, and standards that
would continue to model risk management and hazard mitigation,
both in policy and practice, throughout the Gulf South into the
twenty-first century.
McSwain's principal assertion about the experience-based regulatory evolution of oil storage and handling in the Gulf South was
rigorously researched and soundly argued. Throughout this work,
McSwain presented the complex and often technical concepts
related to engineering and building construction, urban planning, and hazardous material sciences, with a narrative-flow that
was both fluid and engaging. McSwain pulled accounts from an
extensive assortment of primary and secondary source materials.
He utilized vast collections of manuscripts, legal documents, public records, newspapers, mining and otl1er science magazines and
serials. Additionally, McSwain drew from the growing collection of
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literature concerning risk management and analysis, hazards, and
technology.
Social characteristics and urban make-up were b1iefly touched
upon; however, McSwain 's study could have benefitted by more
attention paid to the particular populations being impacted by the
development occurring in each one of the study locations. In the
first case study, it was explained that with the siting of an oil storage
facility, the area being considered "reflected social and economic
circumstances in Mobile (p. 68) ." This statement is referring to an
area of town containing industrial operations, modest residences,
and working-class boarding houses, in addition to having dense
populations of immigrant and minority residents. While public
officials and oil stakeholders were the obvious target populations
for analysis regarding oil policy advancement, potentially, a more
complete story would have been achieved with an inclusion of the
socioeconomic and/ or racial diversity present in the urban dynamics of the time period. Moreover, additional information regarding these specific population would have potentially uncovered
supplementary factors driving the growth of the risk management
discipline, particularly as it relates to urban development and the
industrialization of oil.
Nevertheless, apart from this singular note, McSwain's work is
definitely a recommended read for any person interested in discovering more about the evolution of risk management and policy as
it intersects with oil usage in the early twentieth century urban context. The emerging tenets of risk management, or more specifically, risk perception vs. practical knowledge, guided the search for
risk thresholds in order to frame official regulation in the region
of the Gulf South. Indeed, this work is, and will continue to be a
valuable contribution for scholars across multiple disciplines.
Joseph England
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